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^r-BORELIAN EMBEDDINGS AND IMAGES OF
HAUSDORFF SPACES

BRENDA MACGIBBON

The following two questions are discussed in this article:
(1) under what conditions is a Hausdorff space embeddable
as a -%^-Borelian subset of some Hausdorff space; and (2)
under what conditions is the Hausdorff 1 — 1 continuous
image of a -^"-Borelian subset of a Hausdorff space a * ^
Borelian subset of some Hausdorff space containing it. We
obtain necessary and sufficient conditions in answer to
question (1) in the case of a ^Όb and necessary conditions
for ^"-Borelian subsets of each class a if the containing
space is a perfectly ^-normal 3fa. Question 2 does not always
have a positive answer as is shown by an example of a
Hausdorff 1 — 1 continuous image of ^-Borelian subset of
a compact Hausdorff space which is not ^-Borelian in any
Hausdorff space containing it. In partial answer to question
(2) necessary conditions on the domain and the range of the
function are presented.

In §1 the necessary definitions are given. Many of the original
definitions for completely regular spaces such as bianalytic and
Borelian as well as the notion of a complete sequence of countable
covers are due to Frolik and can be found in [3]. The class of σ-
bianalytic spaces is an enlargement of the class of bianalytic spaces.
In [8] the ,^-fiable spaces have already been introduced. For the
reader's convenience, the definitions of these concepts have been
given again.

The motivation of §2 is to extend to a larger class of spaces
the well-known result that if f(X) is a metrizable 1 — 1 continuous
image of a ^Γ'-Borelian subset of a compact metric space, then f(X)
is a ^^"-Borelian subset of any of its metrizable compactifications.
An example is given of a Hausdorff 1 — 1 continuous image of a
J^-Borelian subset of a compact space which is not a ^^-Borelian
subset of any HausdorfF space in which it can be embedded. However,
using some of the techniques that Frolik developed in [3] for comple-
tely regular spaces, necessary and sufficient conditions in order that
a 1 — 1 continuous image of σ-bianalytic space X be a J^Borelian
subset of some Hausdorff space are obtained. This result can be
applied to the cases where X is a .5^-Borelian subset of a Hausdorff
space Y and Y is either a perfectly σ-normal J?t~σ, or has property
I ([10]) or is locally metrizable.

In §3 results are presented concerning the relationship between
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the Borel class of a J^Borelian subset of a Hausdorff 3ίΓo space
and its complete sequence of countable covers as defined in [4].
Theorem 3.1, giving necessary and suffcient conditions for a space
to be embeddable as a 3ίΓab subset of some Hausdorff space, is an
extension of Frolik's result for completely regular spaces [4].
Theorem 3.3 gives necessary conditions for subsets of perfectly σ-
normal <f%Γa Hausdorff spaces to be JΓ*-Borelian of class a. The proofs
depend on techniques developed by Frolik in [4].

1* Preliminaries* Throughout this article all spaces will be
assumed to be Hausdorff and the notation of Frolik in [3] and [4] will
be followed. If X c F then Xγ will denote the closure of X in Y.

DEFINITION 1.1. Y is said to be a i%Γσ-fication of a Hausdorff
space X provided that X can be embedded as a dense subspace of
Y and Y is a Hausdorff 5fΓo space (that is, Y is equal to a countable
union of its compact subsets). A Hausdorff space for which there
exists such a ^^-fication is said to be

DEFINITION 1.2. X is said to be a perfectly σ-normal Hausdorff
space if, in addition to being a Hausdorff 3ίΓa space, every closed

subset is a ^ δ , that is, a countable intersection of open subsets.
It should be noted that this definition does not imply that X is

normal; in fact, X need not be regular. For example, let A, B be
two countable disjoint dense subsets of [0, 1] in the usual topology.
Let X = A U B endowed with the following topology ^ O e y if
and only if 0 = 0' U (0" n B) where 0', 0" are open subsets of [0, 1]
in the usual topology. X is clearly a nonregular Hausdorff perfectly
σ-normal 3ίΓa space. Any perfectly normal 3ίΓo space is clearly a
perfectly α-normal 3ίΓo space.

DEFINITION 1.3. Let {XJΓ=o be a sequence of Hausdorff spaces
that are mutally disjoint. Then ΣΓ=oXi will represent the set X —
\JZ=0Xi endowed with the following topology: O is open in Xif and
only if 0 Π Xt is open for all i.

DEFINITION 1.4. Let X be a Hausdorff space and let
denote the class of compact subsets of X. Then ^f{^f{X))f the
class of J^-Borelian subsets of X, is defined to be the smallest
class of subsets of X containing ^Γ(X) and closed under countable
intersections and countable unions.

Let ^{X) denote the class of zero sets of continuous functions
on X and ̂ (X) the class of closed subsets of X. Let &(8r(X))9

the class of Baire subsets of X, and &(^~(X))9 the class of
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Borelian subsets of X, be defined by analogy to the definition of

Definitions of ^^-Borelian or _^Borelian subsets of a space X
of class a for each ordinal a of second class (that is, for each a less
than the first uncountable ordinal) are given in [6] or [1].

DEFINITION 1.5. A Hausdorff space X has property I if for all
A, B in 3Γ(X)(A\B) is in 3Ta{X) (that is, the intersection of A and
the complement of B is a J%Γσ subset of X).

The notion of a complete sequence of countable covers was
introduced by Frolik in [4] and [3]. The following definitions are
taken from there.

DEFINITION 1.6. A family of subsets {Er}re^ of a topological
space X is said to have the finite intersection property if every
finite subfamily has nonvoid intersection.

DEFINITION 1.7. μ = {<5ĝ }»=i is called a sequence of countable
covers of X if, for each n,

(1) <%fn consists of a sequence of subsets {Hni}%Li of X; and
(2)

DEFINITION 1.8. A family & == {Er}rew of subsets of X is a μ-
Cauchy family if

(1) if has the finite intersection property; and
(2) for all n, there exists a v . e ^ and a set H%i%^3ίf% such

that Eΐn c Hni%.

DEFINITION 1.9. μ = {̂ ĝ }~=1 is said to be a complete sequence
of countable covers of X if, for each μ-Cauchy family g7 = {Er}re^t

Πre^EfΦ 0 .

DEFINITION 1.10. A Hausdorff space X is said to have a complete
sequence μ = { ^ }JU of countable ^-Borelian covers of at most class
a if

(1) μ is complete in the sense of Definition 1.9; and
(2) for all j , <%fά = {HH}T=i and each HH is a «_^-Borelian subset

of X of at most class a.
If X is a completely regular space, βX will denote the Stone-

Cech compactification of X.
The following definition can be found in [3].

DEFINITION 1.11. B(X) will denote the class of Borelian spaces
which are subsets of X. A space Y is said to be a Borelian space
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if there exists a Borelian structure in Y. A Borelian structure in
Y is a complete sequence {β£ζ\n=ι of countable disjoint coverings of
Y satisfying the following two conditions:

(1) ^gς+1 refines £ίf% for each n,
(2) if for each n Mn and Nn are elements of Jg^ and there

exists a k such that Mk Φ Nk, then f|"=i M? Π Γ)£U N% = 0.

DEFINITION 1.12. A Hausdorff space X is ^analy t ic if it is the
continuous image of a J%^σδ subset of a compact space.

Let us define the following new class of spaces.

DEFINITION 1.13. A Hausdorff space X is said to be σ-bianalytic
if there exists a sequence {XJΓ=i of subsets of X such that

(1) X^\JUXU and

(2) each Xt is bianalytic; that is, both Xt and {βX\X%) are
completely regular Jg^-analytic spaces for each i.

We should note that the union in Definition 1.13 need not be
disjoint.

PROPOSITION 1.14. Every bianalytic space is σ-bianalytic. How-
ever, there exist completely regular σ-bianalytic spaces that are not
bianalytic.

Proof. The first statement is obvious. If X = N U {x} where N
is the space of the positive integers with the discrete topology and
xe{βN\N), then Frolik showed in [5] that this space was not
bianalytic.

PROPOSITION 1.15. There exists a σ-bianalytic space which is
not a ^f-Borelian subset of any Hausdorff space.

Proof. Let X denote the Hausdorff space [0, 1] with the following
topology ^.Oe^~ if and only if 0 = 0' U (0" Π Q) where 0', 0' are
open sets in [0, 1] with respect to the usual topology and Q is the
set of rationals in [0, 1]. Since X= IUQ, where / is the set of
irrationals in [0, 1], X is o -bianalytic. In [7] it was shown that X
could not be embedded in any Hausdorff S^σ space. Since any 3Γ-
Borelian subset of a Hausdorff space is necessarily contained in a

, X is not a <_> -̂Borelian subset of any Hausdorff space.
However, the following is true.

PROPOSITION 1.16. A J^l-fiable {respectively regular) σ-bianalytic
space is a 3ίΓ-Borelian subset of any of its 3ίΓ0-fications {respectively
compactifications).
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Proof. Let X = U Xt where X£ is bianalytic and let K — (JΓ=I Kt

be a ^^-ίication of X. Now in [5] Frolik showed that closed sub-
spaces of bianalytic spaces are bianalytic and that any bianalytic
space is a Baire subset and consequently a J?"-Borelian subset of any
of its compactifications. Let X = \jT,s=ΛXiΓί Kj) Each Xi Π Ks is
a <^Γ-Borelian subset of K.

2* 1 — 1 continuous images of J^Borelian subsets of Haus-
dorff spaces*

THEOREM 2.1. There exists a Hausdorff space X which is the
1 — 1 continuous image of a J%Γ-Borelian subset A of a compact space
Y, such that X is not a ^Γ-Borelian subset of any Hausdorff space
in which it can be embedded.

Proof. Let X be the Hausdorff space ([0, 1], J7~) defined in
Proposition 1.15. We have shown that X is not a ^^Borelian subset
of any Hausdorff space in which it can be embedded. It remains to
show that X is the 1 — 1 continuous image of a _%^Borelian subset
A of a compact space Y. Let A = ΣΓ=o At; where Ao = the irrationals
in [0, 1] and At = {q%) for each i ^ 1, A< Π A, = 0(i Φ j) and UΓ«i {?J =
Q = the rationals in [0, 1]. A is obviously a J ^ δ subset of the one
point compactification Y of the space ΣΓ=o#i; where BQ = [0, 1] endowed
with the usual topology and Bt = Ai for all i ^ 1. X is clearly a
1 — 1 continuous image of A.

THEOREM 2.2. A ^l-fiable 1 — 1 continuous image Y of a σ-
bianalytic space X is a 3ίΓ-Borelian subset of any of its 3ίΓa-fications.
In particular , a regular 1 — 1 continuous image of a σ-bianalytic
space is a *SίΓ-Borelian subset of any of its J%Γσ-fications or com-
pactifications.

Proof. Let P be some Hausdorff ^-fίcation of Y. Then P =
Uϊ=i K»f where Kn is a compact subset of P for each n.

Since X is σ-bianalytic, X = (Ji°=i ̂  where each X, is bi-
analytic.

For each i and n, let

r<fW - /(x,) n (irn n r ) .

Now each Yi>n is completely regular and Y — \JZn=1Yίt^ Since
closed subspaces of bianalytic spaces are bianalytic, then each Ytt%

is a 1 — 1 continuous image of a bianalytic space. Therefore, from
Theorem 13 [3] it follows that Γ<fΛ 6 B{P) for all if n.
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It follows from Theorem 11 [3] that Yί>n is an element of the
family consisting of countable intersections of countable disjoint
unions of sets of the form (F Π B), where F is a closed set in P
and Be^(%T(P)). That is, for each i and n,

Yi,n = Π U (Fi7 Π BIS) where
k 3

Fi* is a closed set in P and consequently a 5ίΓa,

B% is a Baire subset of P and consequently a ^^-Borelian
subset of P.

Therefore Γ = U ~ * = i ^ is a JT'-Borelian subset of P.
The previous theorem can be restated as follows.

THEOREM 2.3. Let Y be a 1 — 1 continuous of image of a σ-
bianalytic space X. Then Y is a J%Γ-Borelίan subset of some
Hausdorff space if and only if

(1) Y is Hausdorff',
(2) there exists a sequence {RΛ}£=1 of subsets Y such that

(i) Γ = U U Λ . ,
and for each n,

(ii) RnaRn+lf and
(iii) Rn is closed and strongly regular with respect to Y; that

is, Rn is a closed subspace of Y and for each closed set CaRn and
for each point y e (i2Λ\C) there exist sets 0, U open in Y such that
yeO,CaU and OΓ\U= 0 .
In fact, if conditions (1) and (2) are satisfied, Y is a 3ίΓ-Borelian
subset of any of its Hausdorff SίΓσ-fications.

Proof. Necessity of (1) and (2).
Let us suppose that Y is a ^^Borelian subset of some Hausdorff

space. Then Y is Lindelof and Y is a subset of some Hausdorff 3ίΓo

space. It follows from Theorem 3.1 [8] that conditions (1) and (2)
are satisfied.

COROLLARY 2.4. A ^Γσ-fiable (respectively regular) 1 — 1 con-
tinuous image of a ,5Γ-Borelian subset of a perfectly σ-normal 3ίΓo

space is a 3ίΓ-Borelian subset of any of its J?t~σ-fications (respectively
compactifications).

The following result in the case where the image was regular
was first proved by Sion in [9].

COROLLARY 2.5. Let X be a Hausdorff space which has property
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/. Then a 3ίΓa-fiable (respectively regular) 1 — 1 continuous image
of a J%^Borelian subset of X is a J^-Borelian subset of any of its
/yί^-fications (respectively compactifications).

Proof. If Y is a J^Borelian subset of X then Y is contained
in a J%Γσ subset Z of X. In [10] it was shown that a space Z with
property I satisfies the following condition: for all A e J%Γ(Z) and B
open in Z, A f) Be J%Γσ(Z). Since Z is also a St~σ then property I
implies that it is perfectly σ-normal 3"Γσ.

COROLLARY 2.6. A regular 1 — 1 continuous image X of a
Borelian subset of a metrizable J%^ space is a 3iί-Borelian subset
of any compactification of X or of any Hausdorff Sfσ space containing
X.

Theorem 1.10 can now be applied to regular locally metrizable
spaces.

COROLLARY 2.7. Let X be a regular locally metrizable space and
let Abe a 3fc~-Borelian subset of X. A J%Γσ-fiable (respectively regular)
1 — 1 continuous image of A is a ^tΓ-Borelian subset of any of its
,yt~σ-fications (respectively compactifications).

Proof. If A is a J^Borelian subset of X, then A is contained
in a J ^ of X. This J ^ is Lindelof and therefore paracompact [2].
It follows from [11] that this SΓO is metrizable. The result now
follows from Corollary 2.6.

3* ^^Borelian subsets of Hausdorfϊ JytZ spaces and their
complete sequences of countable covers* It would be interesting to
characterize for each a the HausdorfF spaces that can be embedded as
J^Borelian subsets of class a of some Hausdorff 3Z"O space. Theorem
3.1 answers this question in the particular case of a 3fΓaι. This is
a generalization of Frolik's result in [4] for completely regular spaces.

Theorem 3.3 gives necessary conditions for a subset of a perfectly
<7-normal J ^ space to be a .^Borelian subset of class a. This
theorem is proved by a method similar to that used for Theorem 9
of [4].

Both these theorems depend upon the notion of a complete
sequence of countable covers defined by Frolik in [4].

THEOREM 3.1. Let X be a Hausdorff space. Then X can be
embedded in some Hausdorff space Y as a 5ίίab subset if and only
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if the following two conditions are satisfied.
(1) There exists a sequence {XΛ}ϊ=i of subspaces of X such that
(1) X=\J"=1Xn,

and for each n,
(ii) XnaXn+1,
(iii) Xn is closed and strongly regular with respect to X.
(2) There exists a complete sequence μ = {<5ĝ  }~=1 of countable

closed covers of X {that is, each member of each cover is closed
in X).

Proof. Let us suppose that X can be embedded in some Haus-
dorff space as a 3ίΓσb subset. Then X can necessarily be embedded
in some Hausdorff 3Γa space and condition (1) now follows from
Proposition 1, [7]. Condition (2) follows from Proposition 4, [4].

Now, conversely, let us suppose that conditions (1) and (2) are
satisfied. Condition (2) implies that for each {̂̂ ĝ  Π Hn}f=1 is a
complete sequence of countable closed covers of Xn. Now, since Xn

is regular and has a complete sequence of countable closed covers,
it follows from Proposition 3, [4] that Xn is Lindelof. Therefore
X= USU-^» is Lindelof and we have by Theorem 3.1 in [8] that X
is embeddable in a Hausdorff J%Z space Y — (U£U K%9 τ) where, for
each n, Kn = βXn and Kn c Kn+1. (The topology τ was described in
[8].)

Let us consider the following subspace of Y:

oo oo oo

where each ^ίfi in μ consists of {Hjt}T=i'f the Xn satisfy condition
(1); K% = βXn for each n; and ( )Kn represents the closure of
( ) in Kn.

Now A is obviously a ^Γσδ subset of Y and A contains X. Let
us suppose that there exists y e (A\X). Since y e Y, then either y eKt

or else there exists an n0 such that y e (KnQ\Km) for all m < n0. (If
y e K19 we shall let n0 — 1.) Now let 2f be the family of all closed
neighborhoods of y in KnQ; let if be the family of all closed subsets
F of X such that y 6 Fκ« (the closure of F in Kn) for some n ^ nQ.
Clearly, & n X = {D Γi X: De &} is a subfamily of if.

We claim that g7 is a μ-Cauchy family. To show that if has
the finite intersection property, let Fu F2 be members of g\ There-
fore, y e (JF\*» Π F2

K* ΓΊ if%0) for some m ^ n0 and w ̂  n0. Therefore,
as it was shown in [8], y e ((F1 Π XnQ)Kn<> ΓΊ (Fz Π XΛo)^o). From Lemma
2.1, [8] we have that X%0 is strongly normal with respect to X and
consequently Xno is a normal subspace of X. Since disjoint closed
subsets of a normal space have disjoint closures in their Stone-Cech
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compactifications, it follows that FXΓ\F2Φ 0 . Thus & has the finite
intersection property.

Since y e A, then for all j there exists an i3- and an % such that
(Xnj Π HSij) 6 g3. Thus g7 is a μ-Cauchy family. Since μ is complete
Γlse* i?* ̂  0 . This is impossible because Γ\E^ Ex df\Ee^Eγ a
Γ\DB& DY = ΠDΘ^ DKno = {#}, and ?/ 6 (A\X). This contradiction proves
that A = X.

As a corollary we have the following result due to Frolik
(Theorem 7, [4]).

COROLLARY 3.2. A completely regular space X is a <_%̂  subset
of some Hausdorff S^o space if and only if X has a complete sequence
of countable closed covers. In particular, a completely regular space
X is a 3ίΓa$ subset of its Stone-Cech compactification βX if and only
if X has a complete sequence of countable closed covers.

Proof. Let Xn = X for each n in condition (1) of Theorem 3.5
and the proof follows immediately.

THEOREM 3.3. Let Xbe a perfectly σ-normal J%Γa Hausdorff space.
If Y is a 3$Γ-Borelian subset of X of class a, then Y has a complete
sequence of countable J^ Borelian covers of at most class a.

Proof. We shall proceed by transfinite induction. For the case
a — 2 the result follows from Corollary 3.6.

From the assumption the result is true for all β < a, we must
prove the result is true for a in the following three cases.

Case (1). a = a0 where a0 is a limit ordinal.
Since Y is a ^%^Borelian subset of X of class a0 then Y = Γ\n=iYn

where each Yn is a ^^-Borelian subset of X of class βn < aQ. Thus
each Yn has a complete sequence μn = {£έf5

n}™=1 of countable .^Borelian
covers of class at most βn. Let us consider the sequence μ =
{£έfjn Π Y}n,ά=i Now μ is a sequence of countable ^^Borelian covers
of Y of at most class a0 and μ is complete from the proof of Theorem
9, [4].

Case (2). a = a0 + m (where a0 is a limit ordinal and m is odd).
Since Y is a ^^Borelian subset of X of class a = aQ + m,

then Y = U?=i y* where each Yn is a ^^Borelian subset of X of
class (a — 1) and each Yn has a complete sequence μn = {̂ ĝ  Λ}7=1 of
countable ^^Borelian covers of at most class (a — 1).

Let us define for each n the following sequence {ΓJϊU of subsets
of X: To- 0 ,
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Tn = LJ Yk for all n ^ 1 .

Let us consider the following sequence μ = {.̂ -JyU of countable
covers of Y where for each j :

^ = {Hfi (Ί (ΓAT-i)}ϊ,i=i > where for each n and i ,

Since X is perfectly σ-normal 3ίΓa we can easily verify that, for
all j> each element of ^/^ is a ^^-Borelian subset of F of at most
class a.

To show that μ is complete, let if be a maximal μ-Cauchy family.
Clearly there exists an w such that i? is a /vCauchy family. By
Proposition 2, [4], 0 ^ f W ^ x c Yn c Γ. Therefore, Π^βr Eγ Φ 0
and jM is complete.

Case (3). α = a0 + m (where α0 is a limit ordinal and m is even).
We can use the same method of proof as for Case (1).
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